Dominican University: ESL/Bilingual Course Textbooks

We recommend purchasing the textbooks online through a discounted textbook company such as Amazon or Half Price Bookstores. You can also choose to rent books online. You may be able to find some textbooks at your local bookstore and perhaps your local library. The teachers at your school with the ESL/Bilingual endorsements may also have the books.

EDU 657: Foundations of Language Minority Education (1 textbook)


EDU 654: Assessment of English Language Learners (1 textbook)

Gottlieb, Margo. *Assessing English Language Learners: Bridges from Language Proficiency to Academic Achievement*. Corwin, 2006. Print.
EDU 651: Methods and Materials of ESL Education (3 textbooks)


Bilingual Approval Course Textbooks

EDU 653: Methods and Materials of Bilingual Education (1 textbook)


You can purchase this textbook in either English or Spanish. We recommend that you read the text in Spanish if you are a bilingual teacher.

Endorsement Courses

EDU 655: Language and Culture (1 textbook)

EDU 656: Linguistics (2 textbooks)


EDU 661: Literacy Development for the ESL Classroom (2 textbooks)


**HERE ARE THE RECOMMENDED BOOKS—NOT REQUIRED.**

**Author:** Fountas and Pinnell

**Title:** Word Matters

**ISBN:** 9780325000510

**Author:** Michael Haggerty

**Title:** Phonemic Awareness- English Primary Curriculum

**ISBN:** 0-9759575-0-3

***Bilingual Teachers need the Spanish version of Haggerty’s text.***

**Author:** Gail Boushey & Joan Moser

**Title:** The Daily Five: Fostering Literacy Independence in the Elementary Grades

**ISBN:** 978-157110-429-8
Author: Nancy Atwell
Title: In the Middle
ISBN: 9780867093742

Author: Lucy Calkins
Title: Common Core Workshop Curriculum
http://www.unitsofstudy.com/writing-grade-by-grade/

Author: Robert Marzano
Title: Building Academic Vocabulary
ISBN: 9781416602347